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Abstract
In this paper we investigate how participant involvement and turn-taking features relate to extractive summarization of meeting dialogues. In particular, we examine whether automatically derived measures of group level involvement, like participation equality and turn-taking freedom, can help detect where summarization relevant meeting segments will be. Results show that classification using turn-taking features performed better than the majority class baseline for data from both AMI and ICSI meeting corpora in identifying whether meeting segments contain extractive summary dialogue acts. The feature based approach also provided better recall than using manual ICSI involvement hot spot annotations. Turn-taking features were additionally found to be predictive of the amount of extractive summary content in a segment. In general, we find that summary content decreases with higher participation equality and overlap, while it increases with the number of very short utterances. Differences in results between the AMI and ICSI data sets suggest how group participatory structure can be used to understand what makes meetings easy or difficult to summarize.
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1. Introduction
Several studies have been motivated by the idea that involvement detection should help pinpoint important events in multiparty dialogue, e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4]. The assumption is that parts of the meeting where participants are highly involved will be of interest to external viewers, and hence can act as cues in tasks such as meeting summarization. However, manual annotation of involvement is time consuming and costly. In order to deal with increasing amounts of multiparty meeting recordings becoming available, we would like to know whether automatically derived features can be used directly in detecting those noteworthy segments of meetings to include in a summary.

Currently, involvement detection is generally treated as a supervised learning problem. However, studies differ in how involvement is annotated as ground truth, varying in domain (dialogue act vs conversation vs interval) and in who is actually involved (group vs individual). For example, involvement ‘hot spots’ in the ICSI Meeting Recorder corpus were initially identified as regions ‘about half a minute to one minute in the meeting where more than one participant had a high level of involvement’ [1]. In contrast, subsequent annotations labelled specific dialogue acts as hot spots, i.e. attributed to individual speakers [5]. Individual turn-based annotations of involvement can be readily found in work aiming to improve strategies for human computer interaction [6, 7, 8], while multiparty dialogue studies tend towards group oriented notions of involvement or interest, leading to interval- or segment-based labelling schemes [2, 9, 10]. In the latter, annotations vary in terms of what scale is used and again in how group involvement is characterized. In [2] annotators rated 15 second intervals on a scale of 1-5 (low to high interest) based on the perceived degree of interest of the group majority. In [9], the level of active participation is explicitly encoded into a 1-10 scale so that the highest involvement ratings require all participants to be actively participating in a single conversation.

Understanding what is represented as ground truth across these studies is not straightforward. However, it seems clear that group level involvement centers around participation and speaker activation. In this vein, annotators report greater participation across speakers and use of backchannels as guiding heuristics in [2]. Studies relating low level features to involvement annotations similarly reflect this. For example, ICSI hot spots were found to be more prevalent in regions of overlap [11], while features capturing amount of speech/laughter activity from different participants were found to be discriminatory in [12]. Given that we know that affect labelling has relatively low agreement rates [13], we would like to know if automatically derived measures of participation can be used in place of human involvement labels when it comes to tasks like meeting summarization.

Work on automatic meeting summarization has generally focused on extractive summarization, i.e. creating summaries by selecting individual speaker segments/dialogue acts from the transcript. However, in multiparty dialogue, information may be distributed over several turns from different speakers. This diffusion of information causes difficulty when extraction is done with respect to single speaker segments. Including longer distance dependencies has proven to be useful, e.g. question-answer pairs [14, 15]. However, existing studies have not really attempted to leverage high level turn-taking features like participation equality or patterns of speaker switches examined in studies of group decision processes from social psychology, e.g. [16, 17].

In general, Extracted Dialogue Acts (EDAs) have been found to have longer than average duration (or word count) and more non-overlapping speech [18]. In fact, [18] found that duration based features, such as non-overlap duration and next/previous DA latency, give results competitive with classifiers based on feature sets including prosodic, positional and term-weighting information on AMI and ICSI corpora. However, looking only at local overlap and latency misses other aspects of turn-taking structure that may be relevant to summarization. For example, we would expect high levels of backchannel feedback to be important for detecting when de-
Cisions are made. So, we would like to differentiate regions with overlapping backchannel content from those characterized by smooth speaker switches. Similarly, we would like to know what happens in regions where turn-taking structure is less predictable. On the one hand, increased equality of participation, overlap and floor-grabbing freedom, suggests higher participant interest and hence greater relevance for post-meeting browsing. On the other hand, more chaotic turn-taking also suggests greater sharing and diffusion of information [19, 20], which would make selecting specific DAs harder. As such, we would expect that regions that are harder to summarize should contain more EDA material in order to represent what happened. In the following we show that turn-taking based involvement measures are predictive of whether meeting segments contain extractive summary content (i.e. summarization hot spots) in the AMI and ICSI meeting corpora [21]. For the ICSI data, these automatically derived features work as well or better than using manual involvement annotations. We present results of experiments on detecting EDA bearing meeting segments using turn-taking features, and investigate the relation between turn-taking features and the amount of EDA content in topic segments. In general, we find that the probability of finding summary worthy content decreases with higher participation equality and overlap, while it increases with the number of very short utterances, and we discuss the implications of these results for understanding meeting summarizability.

2. Experimental Setup

2.1. Meeting Data and Extractive Summaries

The experiments described in the following were carried out on the ICSI [22] and AMI [23] meeting corpora. The ICSI corpus contains recordings of 75 naturally occurring meetings drawn from 8 different ongoing research groups (3-9 speaker per meeting). As mentioned above, the ICSI dialogue acts have been annotated for involvement hot spots [5]. We use the scenario data from the AMI meetings corpus (140 meetings). Each of these meetings involved 4 speakers who worked on designing a remote control given various informational and budget constraints. Each group participated in a series of 4 meetings focusing on different stages of the design process. Participants were given specific roles within a fictitious company, e.g. project manager, user interface designer.

2.1.1. Extractive Summaries

Manual extractive summaries are available for all of the ICSI meetings and for 131 of the AMI scenario meetings. There were 6 annotators involved in creating summaries, with 2 contributing to both corpora. Annotators selected dialogue acts with the aim of helping an external stakeholder (e.g. department head) understand what happening in the meeting. There was no upper limit on how many dialogue acts annotators could select for the extractive summary, although a rough guideline of 10% was given.

2.1.2. Prediction Domain

In the following experiments we look at predicting the presence of EDA material in two types of segments (i) 15 second windows (drawn every 5 seconds) and (ii) manually annotated topic segments. The length of the former is based on previous work suggesting that extracted segments correspond to about 3-12 seconds in real time, regardless of DA boundaries [14].

With respect to topics, we use subtopics as regions with greater topical coherence and that are more likely to require abstraction over for summarization. These topic segmentations have much more variable duration (ICSI, AMI: $\mu$=127, 158 seconds; $\sigma$=145s, 163 seconds).

2.2. Turn-Taking Features

The turn-taking measures used in the following are calculated using *spurts*: segments separated by at least 500ms silence [24], where we use word alignments to mark silence. We look at the following turn-taking features to capture different aspects of participation. Participation equality $P_{eq}$ is defined as:

$$P_{eq} = 1 - \frac{\sum (T_i - T)^2}{T^2}$$

where $N$ is the number of participants, $T_i$ total spurt time for participant $i$, $T = \frac{\sum T_i}{N}$. $E$ represents the maximum possible value of the term under the sum: the average distance from equal participation (so $E$ represents the case when only one participant speaks for the entire segment). Values closer to 1 indicate greater equality [17]. Similarly, let $H(Y|X)$ be the conditional entropy of speaker $Y$ being the next participant to speak after $X$ begins their spurt, with $H_{max}(Y|X)$ representing the maximal possible value for this. Turn taking freedom $F_{cond}$ is defined as

$$F_{cond} = 1 - \frac{H_{max}(Y|X) - H(Y|X)}{H_{max}(Y|X)}.$$  

So, $F_{cond}$ is 0 when turn-taking follows a strict order (i.e. only speaker $y$ follows $x$ and is 1 when every speaker follows everyone else in equal proportion.

To examine the role of overlaps, we measure barge-in rate (barge) as the number of times any spurt in the segment is overlapped by a later starting spurt in the segment. We also measure total amount of overlapping speech (ovl) and count the number of Very Short Utterances (v.s.u.): spurts that have duration less than 500 ms. The latter are likely to represent backchannels or other forms of short feedback [25]. Finally, we measure the proportion of the interval that is silence (sil), and for topic segments we record the segment duration (dur). All features are converted to z-scores to center and scale the data.

2.3. Regression Models

We use multilevel logistic regression to test whether turn-taking features are predictive of EDA bearing segments. For individual level predictors, we look at the summed duration of hot spots in the segment (HS Time), as well as the turn-taking features described above. To account for differences between annotators, meeting types, and corpora (when we combine data from both data sets), as well as the unbalanced nature of the data, we include indicators for these at the group level. That is, we model different annotators as being drawn from a normal distribution (for example) so that the effect of annotators who label fewer meetings is drawn towards the mean [26]. We use a similarly multilevel linear regression model to predict the sum duration of EDAs intersected with the segment in question (converted to log scale). For this part we only consider segments that are known to contain at least some overlap with EDAs. In both cases, model parameters were fit using lme4 package in R. The following sections report 10-fold cross-validation results. When a group level is not included in the training folds, the effect is taken to be zero as this represents the expected effect of a completely new annotator or meeting type.
Table 1: Proportion of 15 second segments that contain annotated hot spots and EDAs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ICSI</th>
<th>AMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS Time</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-taking</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.774</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Detecting 15 second windows containing EDAs: Logistic regression 10-fold cross-validation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ICSI</th>
<th>AMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-taking</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.759</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Detecting topic regions with EDAs, cross-validation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ICSI</th>
<th>AMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-taking</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.913</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

3.1. Detecting EDA bearing segments

3.1.1. EDAs and Involvement Hot Spots

Table 1 shows the proportion of 15 second segments that overlap with EDAs and/or hot spots in the ICSI data. We can immediately see that the proportion of hot spots is very small compared to EDAs and majority of the dialogue acts annotated as hot spots are in non-EDA regions. The cross-validation results using sum hot spot time to predict EDA presence on 15 second windows (Table 2, top) are a little better than the majority baseline (no EDAs), however this approach has very low recall. In fact, after fitting logistic regression parameters we see an overall negative effect of log hot spot time (estimate = -0.07, standard error = 0.02, for segments that include hot spots) in predicting whether a segment includes EDAs. So, it seems that hot spots are in fact more indicative of non-summary content.

3.1.2. Turn-Taking Features

Cross-validation results for the binary EDA detection task on 15 second windows for ICSI and AMI corpora are shown in Table 2. The table shows results for classifiers trained on each of the corpora separately, but also for the combined set. Within corpus, turn-taking features perform better than the baseline for both data sets. However, the improvement for the AMI data is much greater. For the ICSI data, nevertheless, using turn-taking features improves the recall quite substantially compared with using only sum hot spot duration. So, turn-taking features are predictive of whether segments contain EDAs.

Figure 1 shows coefficient estimates for turn-taking features for the separate corpus models. Note that the majority class differs between corpora. Accordingly, the AMI intercept estimate is positive, while negative for the ICSI set (similarly for the combined model where corpus is included as a group level effect). However, after accounting for the effects of this, as well as annotators and meeting types we see consistent behaviour across corpora with respect to turn-taking features. Negative effects are estimated for participation equality and barge-in rate. This suggest that we are unlikely to find extractable material in regions with more chaotic turn-taking. However, positive effects for number of VSUs and turn-taking freedom suggest that more short feedback and less strict turn-taking structure are indicative of regions of summary noteworthiness. Similarly, the negative effect of silence proportion indicates that regions where too little is happening are not likely to be summary relevant either.

Table 3 shows classification results for classification of topic segments. Since these segments vary in duration we include z-scored log duration of the segment as an individual level predictor. Note, in this case the baseline is high for both corpora, but we still see improvements using the turn-taking features over the majority class baseline for precision and overall accuracy. Figure 2 shows similar estimates as the fixed window sized results for turn-taking features for AMI. For ICSI data, the role of participation equality and turn-taking freedom are less clear, although we see overall negative estimates for the overlap features which again suggest that rougher turn-taking leads to less summary time. Again, we see a positive effect for VSU number for both corpora.

3.2. Amount of EDA Content in Topic Segments

We would like to know if turn-taking features also give us an indication of how much EDA material is in a topic segment,
The results reported above show that operationalization of specific aspects of participation gives us more insight into what makes a segment likely to contain extractive summary content than manual involvement annotations. In particular, we observed negative effects for participation equality and overlaps, contrasting with positive effects for the number of VSUs and turn-taking freedom (although the latter effect was less consistent). This makes sense when we consider that information contained in a single speaker turn is more context independent, hence more attractive for summarization, than the same information spread out over several speaker turns. However, meetings are still a group process, so participation is still a factor for what makes a dialogue fragment noteworthy. That is, for general overview extractive summaries, the selection problem requires a balance between information density and participation which is harder to obtain when participation is very chaotic. So, it may be the case that regions of very high participation are regions relevant - they are just difficult to include in DA-based extractive summaries. Note, chit-chat was available as a topic category however it only occurs in 15 and 5 times in ICSI and AMI segments respectively. Similarly, 6 ICSI segments have “joke” or “laughter” in their topic description. Other meeting relevant regions might require abstraction or compression for summarization. So, interval-based extraction over all participants may be more appropriate than individual speaker turn selection for creating meeting summaries.

If high participation regions are difficult to compress but still relevant to the meeting outcomes, we would expect them to contain more EDA material to compensate. This is not what we found in predicting sum EDA duration in topic segments. However, there are several factors not accounted for in this work that may be relevant, e.g. changes in participation and the spread of information across topics. We still might expect that the less structured turn-taking is within a segment, the more difficult it will be to summarize. So, turn-taking features seem highly connected to the notion of summarizability. In fact, being able to measure summarizability should be useful for several other tasks. For example, extrinsic evaluations have also shown that users don’t like meeting browsers with too many links from abstractive summaries to EDA anchors because the abstracts tend to be too vague [27], so knowing what regions are likely to be difficult select extracts from would help creation of more useful abstractive summaries.

Beyond this, further investigation of turn-taking features should help understanding of how summarization strategies should vary for different tasks and meeting types (cf. [28]). We hypothesize that differences in results between ICSI and AMI data are due to differences in the task structure. On the other hand, AMI meetings having a specific goal, predefined role assignments, and little time for off-topic discussion. On the other hand, ICSI meetings explore longer term goals, have more open ended questions, have a longer history, and simply have more participants. Better systems for differentiating high participation segments as topic relevant or rapport building should be relevant for selecting regions to abstract or extract from.

Finally, users may still want to summarize or query meetings on a truly affectual basis, which is something the summaries used in these studies do not capture. In this case, it seems reasonable to build a segmentation selecting regions with high participation features. However, it is perfectly possible for a participant to be affectively engaged or interested without vocally participating in discussions. This is particularly true for face-to-face meetings with a large number of participants, where feedback signals may be more visual, e.g. nods. Further work incorporating multimodal features is necessary to pursue this.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

The experiments reported above show that automatically derived measures of group level involvement, like participation equality and turn-taking freedom, can help identify summarization-relevant meeting segments. Turn-taking features were additionally found to be predictive of the amount of extractive summary content in a segment. In general, we find that summary content decreases with higher participation equality and overlap, while it increases with the number of very short utterances.

The current work only examined turn-taking features based on speaker activity. However, a number of other non-lexical features are likely to be helpful for understanding the relationship between involvement and meeting summarization, e.g. prosodic features and visual cues such as nodding and overall participant movement. As far as we know, no studies measuring summarizability of spoken dialogue have been previously presented, and only a small amount of work has been done on text summarizability [29, 30]. However, lexically based topic coherence features like input entropy identified in those studies should also be helpful for understanding what makes meetings hard to summarize.
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